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h i g h l i g h t s
 Self-sensing behavior of ECCs with different carbon-based materials was studied.
 Tests were conducted in elastic/plastic ranges of repeated loading/unloading cycles.
 CNT, GNP, CB and CF were used as different carbon-based materials.
 CF showed the best performance in sensing the loading/unloading cycles under bending.
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a b s t r a c t
Engineered Cementitious Composites (ECC) are emerging construction materials with proven mechanical
and durability characteristics. These outstanding properties make the material an attractive choice for
different infrastructure types. But the growing use of ECCs brings about the need to monitor the health
of the structures that employ them. This study therefore focused on the self-sensing capability of ECC
with different carbon-based materials (multi-walled carbon nanotubes [CNT], graphene nanoplatelets
[GNP], carbon black [CB] and carbon ﬁbers [CF]) when subjected to repetitive loading and unloading
cycles within the elastic and plastic ranges. Tests were conducted on beam specimens loaded and
unloaded under four-point bending loading. Within the elastic range, 30% of the ultimate ﬂexural
strength was decided for application on the tested specimens. For the plastic range, prismatic specimens
prepared for cyclic ﬂexural loading at high levels were loaded up to 70% of their ultimate ﬂexural
strength. Experimental ﬁndings showed that for all proposed ECC mixtures, self-sensing of imposed damage (i.e. loading) was successful for both elastic and plastic ranges, while the self-sensing of load removal
(i.e. unloading) in the elastic range was not achieved as successfully. This was most probably due to very
small imposed damage and continuously increasing intrinsic electrical resistivity of individual carbonbased materials under loading, which cannot be discharged upon unloading. Compared to other
carbon-based materials, CF utilization during ECC production was the most effective method for selfsensing of cyclic loading and unloading in the elastic and plastic ranges. Improving the proven superior
mechanical and durability properties of ECC materials with self-sensing characteristic will multiply the
beneﬁts for truly sustainable infrastructures.
Ó 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Concrete is the second mostly used material in the world after
water, and is a fundamentally important construction material
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for a broad array of civil engineering applications. Although concrete and/or reinforced concrete structures are intended to be
long-lasting, structures invariably degrade with extended service
as a result of the self-disruption of concrete material. Slow breakdown of concrete can occur due to elaborate interactions of material with its service environment, external mechanical impacts,
poor workmanship and so on. Although deterioration with time
is anticipated, the lack of modern tools available to assess struc-

